
 

Strengthening Neighborhoods Initiative (SNI) 

Mission and Scope Updates Following June 19th  

 

MISSION 

 

Research indicates that high-quality, integrated schools offer both improved 

educational outcomes for our children and serve a vital role in promoting and 

sustaining vibrant neighborhoods.   Our committee’s mission is to develop 

recommendations  to increase integration and inclusion in all of our schools and 

to effectively address issues associated with the declining number of school-aged 

children in impacted areas of the city.   

 

SCOPE – WHAT WILL SNI COVER? 

• Strategies to increase school integration focused on enrollment systems and 

practices (e.g.,. enrollment zones, boundary systems, choice policies and 

processes, transportation, etc.) that serve to encourage integration in our public 

schools (both district-run and charters) 

• Recommendations to address situations where neighborhoods are experiencing 

large declines in the number of school-aged children, including strategies to 

support schools that are losing enrollment and options around school 

consolidation where enrollment declines threaten the quality and viability of a 

school’s academic program,  

• Principles for increasing in-school integration  

• Opportunity for recommendations to non-DPS institutions (i.e. City and County 

of Denver, Denver Housing Authority, RTD, state policy) on interconnected 

issues such as gentrification, affordable housing, housing stock and others 

 

 

 

OUT-OF-SCOPE – IMPORTANT TOPICS THAT TIME AND 

RESOURCES DON’T ALLOW SNI TO FULLY ENAGE 

• Individual School or Individual Boundary Recommendations: while not 

addressing specific school actions (e.g., a recommendation on how to draw a 

particular boundary or a recommendation to consolidate individual schools), SNI 



 

will develop recommendations for the principles and frameworks through which 

these actions will be considered in the future as well as identifying strategies for 

schools experiencing declining enrollment 

• Recruitment and retention of teachers of color and disproportionality of student 

discipline as a major focus of the SNI work  → while SNI may support work in 

this area, there is already strong District commitment and committees actively 

meeting to advance work in these areas including the African American Equity 

Task Force and LAUNCH. As relevant, SNI will meet and collaborate with these 

partnering committees.  

• Consideration of best uses for a particular school building → DPS Board of 

Education adopted a Facility Allocation Policy that guides these decisions  

 

 

 

 

DELIVERABLES 

The Strengthening Neighborhoods Committee will develop recommendations informed 

by data, research, and community members. The committee will: 

 Advise the District and Board of Education on a framework and steps to drive 

greater integration in our schools 

 Advise the District and Board of Education on strategies to address situations 

where neighborhoods are experiencing a large decline in the number of school-

aged children 

 Develop recommendations for the next phase of this work that may include 

advice on implementation of these efforts and oversight approaches 

 


